The influence exercised over the human intellect by Bacon's master spirit is, amongst other illustrations, supposed to have been manifested, and in a striking manner, by advancements made in the art of medicine,?in a more rational application of it to the cure of disease; and at this present day, I imagine, that no body of scientific men makes greater claim for the credit of pursuing the inductive method, in their investigations, than do the practitioners of the medical art; and perhaps no body of scientific men possesses more just claims for such credit. The reason of this is plain enough. The direction in which the mind of the physician is turned by the physical and mathematical branches of study, whose cultivation is absolutely necessary, as stepping-stones to a knowledge of his profession, naturally gives to his ideas a positive and somewhat a material character; he demands to feel, to see, and to touch; and by the exercise of these faculties of the senses it is that he becomes, for the most part at least, possessed of a knowledge of his business.
He is thus, by the very nature of his previous education, by his study of chemistry, of natural philosophy, and of other kindred branches of the positive sciences, taught early to draw correct inferences respecting causes and their effects, and to trace out the proper con- nections in which sequences stand to antecedents; he is thereby continually "warned against a fallacious acceptance of conclusions; he therein finds a safeguard against the great and very numerous temptations to the ready reception of-fallacies besetting him in his investigation of those matters, which are the special objects of his professional pursuits. And 
